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January 17, 2023 

ADDENDUM NUMBER THREE 

Project No. ENG2201760232 

For Department of Natural Resources 

 

TO: ALL BIDDERS 

The information contained in this Addendum shall become a part of the basic plans 

and specifications the same as if original incorporated therein. The original plans 

and specifications shall remain in their entirety, except as modified by this 

Addendum. The items herein shall supersede information in the specifications and 

on the plans. 

 

Drawing Revisions – Sheet C-2 Revision 2 (attached) 

 

ITEM NO. 1 – Contractor Question: Should there be any compaction testing figured other 

than proof rolling the subgrade? A: No, proof rolling the subgrade with be sufficient. 

 

ITEM NO. 2 – Contractor Question: Does the property owner have an area to dump spoils? 

A: All spoils should be expected to be hauled off - site. 

 

ITEM NO. 3 – Contractor Question: Where should the asphalt surface start on the entrance 

road? Is there a particular spot or where the lines start on the prints good enough? A: The 

asphalt surface shall start at the beginning of the radius as shown on Sheet C-2 Revision 2. 

 

ITEM NO. 4 – Contractor Question: Is it your intention to reuse existing parking bumpers 

and get extra for the widening areas? A: Yes, all existing parking bumpers in a satisfactory 

condition shall be reused for this project. All existing parking bumpers that are in 

questionable shape shall be approved by owner and/or engineer. New parking bumpers 

will need to supplied for additional parking spaces. 

 

ITEM NO. 5 – Contractor Question: If any existing stone does not meet the required depth 

on the plans who is responsible or additional work? Undercutting, extra stone, etc? A: The 

contractor shall be responsible for additional material and means and methods to meet the 

required depth 

 

ITEM NO. 6 – Contractor Question: Where there are soft broken areas on the existing 

asphalt, will these areas need to be figured to undercut full depth? If so who is responsible 

for this extra work? A: The contractor shall be responsible for material and means and 

methods to meet the required depth on those extra areas noted on Addendum #2 for full 

depth repair. The full depth repair typical section shall match the typical section for full 

depth widening. 
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ITEM NO. 7 – Contractor Question: Does all existing asphalt need to be milled or at tie-in 

areas only? A: All existing asphalt shown to be resurfaced shall be milled 1.5” as shown in 

the provided detail for resurfacing. 

 

ITEM NO. 8 – Contractor Question: Should all stripes be figured to be thermoplastic? A: No, 

ADA striping shall be blue paint and all other striping shall be white paint for this project. 

 

ITEM NO. 9 – Contractor Question: Just wanted to clarify…sheet C-2 designates “R” as 

asphalt resurface over existing pavement. The detail sheet calls out milling, Does the area 

listed as “R” get milled to a certain depth and 1.5” resurface or just get 1.5” resurface?? A: 

All existing asphalt shown to be resurfaced shall be milled 1.5” and 1.5” of resurface 

applied as shown in the provided detail for resurfacing. 

 

ITEM NO. 10 – Contractor Question: Can you confirm the dates that the lots can be closed 

for paving? A: Closure cannot take place until after Labor Day weekend. Any closure will 

need to be coordinated with the owner for actual dates and discussed during pre-con 

meeting. 

 

ITEM NO. 11 – Contractor Question: Can you clarify the intended cross slopes of the prep 

and loading shoulders, match road cross slopes? A: The intended cross slopes for the prep 

and loading shoulders is to match the road cross slopes. 

 

ITEM NO. 12 – Contractor Question: Looks like they can have stone added to existing to 

bring to grade and not undercut for depth? Can the necessary stone be added to the 

alternates existing subbase without undercutting, except where tying into 

pavement/concrete? A: Yes, However, shoulders and side slopes will need to be tapered to 

provide a finish product with no raised edges. 

 

ITEM NO. 13 – Contractor Question: Can excess excavated material be placed on adjacent 

shoulders and graded to match slopes, in lieu of hauling offsite? A: Yes, however, all 

excavated material used must be clean fill free of contaminates. 

 

ITEM NO. 14 – Contractor Question: Are there wage rates for this project? A: No, there is 

not. 

 

END OF ADDENDUM 

File: 22-12509 
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